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This year’s report features several 
highlights from our 2013 work around the 
globe. While not comprehensive, they do 
illustrate the broad scope of ONE’s work 
both geographically and thematically. 
As always, we do not hold any of these 
achievements as ours alone. Each of 
these successes is attributed to our 
vital partnerships with other civil society 
organisations and the private sector, and  
to the actions of governments near and far.

We were truly all over the world in 2013. 
We started the year in California, where 
Bono spoke at TED2013 and called on 
a new generation of evidence-based 
activists, or “factivists,” to see that the 
injustice of extreme poverty is brought 
to an end. He shared that global extreme 
poverty has already been cut in half over 
the past 20 years and, if we remain on 
the current trajectory, could be virtually 
eliminated by 2030. Bono warned that the 
progress we have made is in jeopardy and 
exhorted the audience to fight corruption, 
inequality, apathy and inertia in the pursuit 
of empowering the world’s poorest people. 

As the year progressed, our work took us 
to Germany, Nigeria, Australia, Malawi, 
and more. In November, our board and 
our Africa Policy Advisory Board (APAB) 
met in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, at the 
invitation of Mo Ibrahim, and took the 
opportunity to present our 2013 ONE 
Africa Award there. The award, endowed 
by Board Member Howard Buffett, was 
presented to Agricultural Non-State 
Actors Forum (ANSAF), a Tanzanian civil 
society organization that brings farmers’ 

voices to the policy-making table in 
Tanzania. ANSAF has long been a partner 
of ours and we were particularly proud to 
recognise their work as we looked ahead 
to the African Union’s Year of Agriculture 
and Food Security in 2014.

As always, ONE’s Board of Directors 
provides invaluable guidance and 
strategic direction for our work and 
in 2013, we welcomed a new Board 
member, Ronald Perelman. And we were 
thrilled to welcome a new class of APAB 
members in 2013; APAB continues to  
be an essential resource for us as we 
expand our campaigns across Africa.

As you will see in the report, ONE fights 
extreme poverty by working across a 
number of sectors—agriculture, global 
health, transparency, energy poverty—all 
alongside our efforts to protect, and where 
possible extend, official development 
assistance. Extreme poverty is a complex 
issue and without efforts in all of these 
areas, and more, progress will be tentative 
and inadequate. But the remarkable 
success in reducing extreme poverty 
since 1990 gives us reason to believe we 
can complete the task by 2030. The next 
several years are critical in that journey  
and we are grateful for your support.

LETTER FROM OUR PRESIDENT/CEO  
AND OUR CHAIRMAN

Michael Elliott, President and CEO of ONE

Tom Freston, Chairman of the Board

The remarkable success in 
reducing extreme poverty 
since 1990 gives us reason to 
believe we can complete the 
task at hand by 2030.



I am honoured to share some thoughts 
with you as a foreword to ONE’s 2013 
Annual Report. 

As a member of ONE’s Africa Policy 
Advisory Board, I have had the privilege  
to witness ONE grow as an organisation 
with an increasing impact on the 
continent. More than ever, ONE’s influence 
has expanded across Africa and reaches 
important policy-makers, leaders, and  
a growing membership base that informs 
our campaigns here in Africa and in our 
markets around the world.

As a business owner and investor, I have 
seen the immense power of African-led 
growth and the impact it can have on 
development. ONE is increasingly playing 
a role in convening partner organisations 
from around Africa to boost their 
advocacy to their governments and get 
results. ONE is providing opportunities 
to connect citizens’ organisations with 
interested and committed institutions, 
as well as with champions leading the 
charge to transform the continent and 
make gains for each citizen possible. 

The year 2013 marked the 10th 
anniversary of the Maputo Declaration, 
when African heads of state committed 
to spend 10% of their domestic budgets 
on agriculture and achieve 6% agricultural 
GDP growth annually. The goal was 
to reduce poverty and eliminate food 
insecurity. Yet, a decade on, poverty and 
hunger is still rife and less than 20% of 

the AU member states have achieved 
the 10% budget allocation target to the 
agriculture sector. For the millions of 
African smallholder farmers to realise the 
poverty-reducing potential of agriculture, 
a major push is needed to mobilise 
investment in agriculture, and to focus 
on improving the sectors and voices of 
smallholder farmers in the agriculture 
marketplace. Economic success and 
poverty reduction for the continent’s 
half-billion people is tied to a successful 
agricultural transformation program. 
Africa needs to invest in agriculture,  
as its food security is threatened by 
changing climatic patterns.

Back in 2012, President Yayi Boni of 
Benin (then AU Chair) declared 2014 the 
Year of Agriculture and Food Security 
in Africa. As a result, 2014 presents us 
with a once-in-a-decade opportunity 
for the African farmer. Throughout 
the year, ONE and its partners across 
Africa, from Cotonou to Addis Ababa to 
Johannesburg, will be raising awareness 
on the vast opportunities offered by 
increased investments in agriculture.  
This mobilisation campaign will culminate 
at the AU summit, a primary political 
moment when all heads of states will 
have the chance to recommit to increase 
public investment in agriculture and sign 
on to an “Enhanced Maputo” agriculture 
investment framework. 

ONE’s work in Africa over the past several 
years has laid the groundwork for impactful 

FOREWORD

More than ever, ONE’s influence 
has expanded across Africa 
and reaches important policy-
makers, leaders, and a growing 
membership base that informs 
our campaigns here in Africa, and  
in our markets around the world.
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campaigning as we look ahead to both the 
AU Year of Agriculture and Food Security 
and the new development agenda in 2015. 
I know I speak for all of us on the Africa 
Policy Advisory Board when I say that 
we eagerly anticipate these cornerstone 
moments that will define development in 
Africa over the coming years. 

The Board will continue to work closely with 
ONE members, staff and the leadership 
team to ensure that ONE remains a link 
between the North and South and brings 

more African voices to the table. 

As ONE expands and develops in Africa, 
I look forward to continuing the progress 
we have already made in the fight against 
extreme poverty and seeing the potential 
of this vast continent truly come to fruition.

Mandla Sibeko,  
Founder & Chairman, Seed Capital Investment



WE’VE COME  
A LONG WAY. 
WE CAN DO 
MORE.

2013 HIGHLIGHTS

Though the global economic recovery continues, last year  
was, once again, a difficult one for many around the globe. 
Austerity measures remained in place in numerous countries, 
but we worked hard to ensure that any budget cuts didn’t 
come at the expense of those who can least afford them: 
the world’s poorest people. Our efforts to protect official 
development assistance took us around the globe and 
resulted in many moments of which we are proud. We always 
feel that we can do more, and more effectively, in the fight 
against extreme poverty, but as you will see in this report, 
2013 saw some important steps in the right direction.
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GLOBAL 
FUND  
REPLEN-
ISHMENT

By December, top donor countries 
pledged more than $12 billion for the 
next three years—a 31% increase 
over the previous cycle. While this fell 
somewhat short of the Fund’s ambitious 
$15 billion goal, governments led by 
the US, France and the UK affirmed 
their commitment to the fight against 
these three deadly diseases, setting a 
bold example for others to follow, and 
the Global Fund will continue to seek 
additional resources from countries like 
Germany and Australia in 2015. ONE 
was instrumental in helping to secure 
a number of these historic three-year 
commitments, including a doubling  
of aid from the UK, a pledge to provide 
up to $5 billion from the US, and  
a 20% increase from Canada.

On November 23, (RED), a division  
of ONE, hosted an auction in support  
of The Global Fund at Sotheby’s, curated 
by Marc Newson and Sir Jonathan Ive in 
collaboration with Bono. Jony and Marc 
curated a collection that comprised 
objects from disciplines as diverse 
as space travel and lighting design to 
contemporary art and rare automobiles. 

The auction drew a star-studded 
audience of more than 1,000 guests 
and raised a staggering $13.1 million—
which was generously matched with  
a donation from the 

Since its creation 
in 2002, the Global 
Fund has supported 
programmes in more 
than 140 countries, 
providing AIDS 
treatment for 6.1 
million people, anti-
tuberculosis treatment 
for 11.2 million people 
and 360 million 
insecticide-treated 
nets for the prevention 
of malaria.

We spent much of 2013 campaigning for  
The Global Fund to Fight AIDS, TB, & Malaria.
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Three lots attracted more than $1.5 million, including the two items 
designed in their entirety by Ive and Newson—a unique Leica Digital 
Rangefinder Camera and a unique aluminum desk produced by Neal 
Feay Studio—and the Steinway & Sons unique “Red Pops for (RED)” 
Parlour Grand Piano, which was sold for $1.9 million.

(RED) made a two-year pledge to 
generate $40 million, bringing its 
total contribution to The Global 
Fund to more than $250 million  
in the last ten years. 

Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation for  
a total of $26.2 million.  

ONE’s report —The Beginning of the 
End? Tracking Global Commitments on 
AIDS Volume 2—shared that the world 
has achieved a marked acceleration 
in its progress towards the beginning 
of the end of AIDS. If current rates of 
acceleration in both adding individuals 
to treatment and in reducing new HIV 
infections continue, we could reach 
this critical global inflection point as 
early as 2015. Encouragingly, 16 African 
countries have already reached this 
point. But current levels of domestic  
and donor financing are insufficient  
for controlling and ultimately defeating 
the disease: we need to commit new 
and better-targeted resources, as  
well as strengthened political will,  
to drive faster progress.
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AGIT8  
& THE G8 
SUMMIT

We kicked off the campaign with a 
reception in London at the Tate Modern 
Museum where we premiered a short 
film, “Protest to Progress,” directed  
by Richard Curtis.

The next day, agit8 launched across 
the globe featuring famous musicians, 
street-buskers, YouTube stars, and 
spoken-word performers coming 
together for the protest of our 
generation—the fight against extreme 
poverty. Numerous artists took to the 
stage in front of the Tate Modern, where 
Liberian activist Silas Siakor inspired the  
crowd, pop artist Jessie J mesmerised 

with three tracks, and Senegalese 
music legend Baaba Maal closed the 
show. Hundreds of covers of protest 
songs were released on various online 
platforms. The campaign featured U2, 
Ed Sheeran, Bruce Springsteen, Elvis 
Costello, Mumford & Sons, Macklemore 
& Ryan Lewis and many other musicians. 
Each tribute to protest songs of past  
and present urged the viewer to join 
ONE and sign a petition directed at  
the G8 leaders. 

Our G8 petition was signed by 384,000 
people and presented to  
 

In the lead-up to the 2013 G8 Summit in 
Northern Ireland, ONE launched agit8, an 
innovative, multi-media campaign that 
harnessed the power of protest songs to 
push world leaders to take action to end 
extreme poverty.
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European Commission President Barroso, French President Hollande and UK  
Prime Minister Cameron. We also brought ten “transparency champions” to Downing 
Street for a private breakfast meeting with the Prime Minister the day before the 
G8. These efforts helped to deliver favourable outcomes: funding so that 20 million 
children will avoid malnutrition and an agreement on greater tax, aid, and natural 
resource transparency.

PROTEST 
SONGS  
HAVE BEEN 
PART  
OF THE 
JOURNEY 
TOWARDS 
PROGRESS

9.2 MILLION+ views on YouTube

2.3 MILLION Spotify album streams

384,000 petition signers

OVER 250,000 new members

OVER 500,000 actionsR
E
S
U
LT
S

Elvis Costello and Mumford & Sons perform an acoustic cover of “The Ghost of Tom Joad & Do Re Mi 
Medley” for agit8 at the Sasquatch! Music Festival in Quincy, Washington.
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YOU 
CHOOSE

We know that it is possible to eliminate 

extreme poverty by 2030, and these new 

goals are critical to achieving that vision. 

In early 2013, ONE launched a pilot 

campaign called “You Choose” in  

South Africa, Malawi and Zambia that 

asked African citizens to share with 

us the issues that matter most to 

them and that could impact the new 

development agenda. ONE worked  

with more than 20 NGO, faith and 

private-sector partners to promote  

the campaign and garner responses 

from a range of citizens through SMS, 

email, mobile and social media.

The campaign featured musicians Lira, 
Hugh Masekela, HHP and D’banj, as 
well as football stars Benni McCarthy 
and Chris Katongo. These high-profile 
Africans recorded radio and video 
messages urging people to tell their 
governments what they should do to 
help improve their future. 

Participants in You Choose placed better 
job opportunities, a good education, and 
an honest and responsive government 
among their top priorities for the UN’s 
next development agenda.

ONE timed You Choose to complement 
our “Open for Development” campaign  

As the current Millennium Development 
Goals approach their 2015 deadline, we 
are looking ahead to the creation of a new 
development agenda that reflects the  
views of the citizens the goals impact. 
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on the post-2015 agenda. The results 
yielded from You Choose buttressed 
ONE’s evidence-based advocacy 
targeting the United Nations Secretary-
General’s High-Level Panel (HLP) of 
Eminent Persons on the Post-2015 
Development Agenda. 

Our You Choose and Open for 
Development initiatives, as well as 

insider lobbying, successfully cemented 
the principle of public participation 
in government and placed a greater 
emphasis on better data, improved 
statistical systems, and strengthened 
accountability mechanisms and 
feedback loops to give citizens in 
developing countries the tools they need 
to hold their governments accountable 
for their own development.

At the March meeting of 
the HLP held in Indonesia, 
ONE delivered the Open 
for Development petition 
with 120,000 signatures 
alongside preliminary 
findings from You Choose 
to HLP members.
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Better job opportunities were cited as the top priority for respondents to the You Choose campaign.



STASH 
THE 
CASH

In the fall of 2013, we launched a 
provocative campaign to call attention 
to phantom firms with the unveiling 
of spoof websites (Stash the Cash in 
English and Cache-ton-Cash in French) 
to raise awareness and press political 
leaders to make them more transparent 
and accountable. 

In the wake of the campaign, UK Prime 
Minister David Cameron announced 
that the UK will require the public 
disclosure of information about who 
owns and controls companies. French 
Finance Minister Pierre Moscovici called 
on colleagues in the EU Economic and 
Financial Affairs Council to set up public 
and centralised registers of beneficial 

owners of companies and trusts. 
With the UK and France championing 
the fight against phantom firms, the 
campaign for effective EU legislation 
was off to a good start. 

Beyond Europe and the US, in 2014,  
ONE will leverage key global moments 
like the Australian G20 to keep the fight 
against phantom firms high on the 
agenda. A global standard on beneficial 
ownership transparency, allied with 
a global standard on extractives 
transparency, are important steps in the 
fight to ensure that African countries 
and citizens get a fair deal for their 
natural resources and are able to invest 
the proceeds in poverty reduction.

“Phantom firms” are secret companies  
or trusts that exist solely on paper and are 
often used by international criminals and 
corrupt businesses to hide money, rip off 
governments and siphon cash that could  
be used to pay for health care, education  
or vital infrastructure investment.
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According to World Bank research, 70% of large-scale corruption cases used 
phantom firms to launder money. This robs governments in both developed 
and developing countries of resources that might otherwise be invested in 
improving public services and stimulating inclusive economic growth. 

HOW IT WORKS
Stashing the Cash in 3 Easy Steps

Find a lawyer or company service provider  
to set up a phantom firm

DIRTY MONEY FROM  
A DODGY DEAL?

GET THAT MONEY CLEAN!

MAKE IT DISAPPEAR.

Clean the money by hiding it in a phantom firm

Move money into financial system (e.g. banks). This 
money is clean and untraceable—spend freely on 
Ferraris, private jets or racehorses. Law enforcement 
officials may try to investigate but will hit a brick wall 

because the money can’t be traced.

The face of Stash-the-Cash.com, Phil, spent a 
day in London advertising for our spoof company 
that allows anyone to create a phantom firm.



ICH 
SCHAUE 
HIN!

The campaign, entitled Ich Schaue Hin, 
signified “I am not turning a blind eye.  
I see the challenges, and I am not going 
to look away.”

ONE hit the campaign trail to secure 
visibility both with politicians and media 
to educate candidates and the public 
about the importance of ODA and 
our other key priorities. We asked the 
candidates and major parties to pledge 
support to our statement, “Artikel ONE,” 
which read: “The end of extreme poverty 
by 2030 is possible—but only if all do 
their part. The next federal government 
must comply with Germany’s promise 
to the poorest of the poor. The German 
commitment, especially for health, 
agriculture, energy and transparency, 
needs to be strengthened.”  

A highlight of the campaign was  
a stunt and art installation in front  
of the German parliament. Our friend, 
the artist Olafur Eliasson, worked to 
create a stunning installation of 140 
huge posters of different pairs of eyes—
symbolising that the German voters 
are closely watching whether Germany 
keeps its promises in the fight against 
extreme poverty.  

Thanks to the valiant efforts of our 
German staff, Youth Ambassadors 
and members, a cross-party absolute 
majority of members of the new 
German parliament signed Artikel  
ONE, confirming that they will stand  
up to end extreme poverty.

In advance of the 2013 German 
parliamentary elections, ONE launched 
a campaign to remind German voters 
and candidates of the importance of the 
fight against extreme poverty and official 
development assistance (ODA). 
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The campaign was launched with a panel 
discussion attended by ONE’s co-founder Bono, 
singer and activist Herbert Grönemeyer, actress 
Anna Loos, agricultural economist Professor  
von Braun and journalist Beate Wedekind, as well  
as the 50 ONE Germany Youth Ambassadors.  
The event was followed by a meeting between 
Bono, ONE Africa Director Sipho Moyo, the Youth 
Ambassadors, and Chancellor Angela Merkel. 

“ I am not turning  
a blind eye. I see  
the challenges, and  
I am not going to  
look away.”
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POWER 
AFRICA

Seven out of ten people in sub-Saharan  
Africa do not have any access to 
electricity and 30 African countries 
face endemic power shortages. 
This hampers services in health and 
education, profoundly limits economic 
development, reduces the ability 
of agriculture to raise people out of 
poverty, and disproportionately affects 
women. Without affordable lighting  
and reliable power, businesses struggle 
to grow, decent jobs are not created 
and the path to poverty eradication  
is blocked. 

Thanks in part to ONE’s advocacy, the 
U.S. government is spearheading efforts 
to deliver first-time access to electricity 
to millions on the continent and rectify 
this injustice. In June 2013, President 
Obama launched the Power Africa 
Initiative—which aims to bridge the  

gap between Africa’s power shortage 
and its economic potential by leveraging 
partnerships to take the steps needed 
to make electricity available for millions 
of people in Africa.  

At the same time, we worked with 
bipartisan lawmakers to introduce 
the Electrify Africa Act of 2013. This 
legislation was introduced in the House 
of Representatives by Congressmen 
Royce, a Republican from California,  
and Engel, a Democrat from New 
York. The Act will leverage the private 
sector to provide first-time access 
to electricity for 50 million people in 
sub-Saharan Africa by 2020. The bill 
comes at no new cost to US taxpayers 
and would harness Africa’s abundant 
energy sources, including solar, wind, 
hydro, geothermal, and natural gas.

ONE began a new stream of work in 2013  
on one of the most critical barriers to social 
and economic growth in sub-Saharan Africa: 
ensuring reliable access to modern energy. 
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550 MILLION 
PEOPLE  

IN SUB-SAHARAN 
AFRICA DO NOT 
HAVE ACCESS  

TO ELECTRICITY

SUB-SAHARAN  
AFRICA

TOTAL POPULATION: 
800 MILLION

Hundreds of children in Guinea’s capital, 
Conakry, study under the airport’s parking lot 
lights because they don’t have reliable electricity 
access at home.
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IN-DISTRICT OFFICE PETITION 
DELIVERIES

229

ONE OFFICES AROUND THE WORLD

7

ONE & (RED) STAFFERS

159
GLOBAL ACTIONS TAKEN

1,556,357

MEETINGS WITH MEMBERS  
OF CONGRESS

274
POSTCARDS SENT TO MEMBERS OF 
THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT 

5,572
YOU CHOOSE CAMPAIGN RESPONSES 
IN AFRICA

196,337

GLOBAL MENTIONS OF ONE IN THE MEDIA

2,328
ONE’S YOUTUBE CHANNEL VIEWS

6,375,467

LETTERS WRITTEN TO CONGRESS

10,406

2013 BY THE NUMBERS

MOST POPULAR VIDEO OF 2013:
JESSIE J: WILD @ AGIT8 (1,132,736 views)

WASHINGTON D.C. 
UNITED STATESONLINE - 1,802

PRINT - 275
TV - 141 
RADIO - 110

EQUALS 10 STAFFERS EQUALS 50,000 ACTIONS

UNITED STATES

’12
’13

2,962

10,406

GLOBAL PETITION SIGNERS

1,178,320
NEW YORK CITY
UNITED STATES

LONDON 
UNITED KINGDOM

BERLIN 
GERMANY

BRUSSELS 
BELGIUM

PARIS
FRANCE

JOHANNESBURG
SOUTH AFRICA

(RED) MADE A TWO-YEAR PLEDGE TO GENERATE $40 MILLION, BRINGING ITS 
TOTAL CONTRIBUTION RAISED FOR THE GLOBAL FUND TO MORE THAN $250 
MILLION IN THE LAST TEN YEARS.



2013 BOARD OF DIRECTORS DONORS

2013 AFRICA POLICY ADVISORY BOARD

*Serves on The ONE Campaign Board only and not on the ONE Action Board.

ONE is funded by a combination of foundations, individual philanthropists and 
corporations. We do not solicit funds from the general public or receive government 
funding. Below is a list of our financial supporters who have generously contributed 
at least $25,000 to our work since January 2013. Some of our donors have asked for 
confidentiality and we respect this request. 
 
ONE is especially grateful to our friends at the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation for  
their long-time partnership and major support for our 501(c)3 operations.

Joshua Bolten

Bono

Howard G. Buffett

Susan A. Buffett

Joe Cerrell*

John Doerr

Jamie Drummond

Michael Elliott

Tom Freston

Helene D. Gayle

Morton H. Halperin

Dr. Mo Ibrahim

Dr. Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala

Ronald O. Perelman

Jeff Raikes*

Condoleezza Rice

Sheryl Sandberg

Kevin Sheekey

Bobby Shriver

Lawrence Summers

America Movil

Anonymous 

Bank of America 

Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation

Bloomberg Philanthropies

Bono

Howard G. Buffett Foundation

Cargill

Caterpillar Foundation 

Coatue Foundation 

The Comic Relief Foundation 

Richard Constant

John and Ann Doerr

Tony Elumelu Foundation

Tom Freston 

Fund for Policy Reform

Anna Getty 

The William and Flora Hewlett Foundation

Paul Tudor Jones

New Venture Fund

Nokia

Denis O’Brien

Omidyar Network 

Open Society Foundations

The Peter G. Peterson Foundation

Ronald O. Perelman

Sheryl Sandberg and Dave Goldberg

Sherwood Foundation 

Universal Music Group International 

Wasserman Foundation 

Dr. Melvin Ayogu

Amadou Mahtar Ba

Owen Barder

David Barnard

Erik Charas

Romy Chevallier

Paul Collier

Nic Dawes

Zohra Dawood

Eleni Z. Gabre-Madhin

Neville Gabriel

John Githongo

Angélique Kidjo

Warren Krafchik

Acha Leke

Dr. Xiaoyun Li

Jon Lomoy

Bunmi Makinwa

Susan Mashibe

Dr. Richard Mkandawire

Archbishop Njongonkulu 
Ndungane

Ory Okolloh

Arunma Oteh

Rakesh R. Rajani

Mandla Sibeko

John Ulanga

Russell Wildeman

BOARD MEMBERS, APAB 
MEMBERS & DONORS
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COMBINED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR  
THE ONE CAMPAIGN AND ONE ACTION*
For the year ending December 31, 2013 (with comparative totals for 2012)

ONE is a combined 
effort of two 
organizations, the 
ONE Campaign and 
ONE Action. ONE 
Action is a nonprofit 
advocacy organization 
under Section 501(c)
(4) of the Internal 
Revenue Code. The 
ONE Campaign is 
a related Section 
501(c)(3) charitable 
and educational 
organization. (RED)  
is a division of the 
ONE Campaign.

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION As of 12/31/13 As of 12/31/12

ASSETS

Total current assets 3,652,958 3,270,739

Grants receivable, net of discount 31,045,862 38,725,683

Investments 5,329,595 3,809,573

Furniture, equipment, lease improvements, net 1,424,352 1,809,417

Website and intangible assets, net 1,028,181 1,176,019

Other assets 632,359 665,653

TOTAL ASSETS $43,113,307 $49,457,084

LIABILITIES

Line of credit payable 250,000 —

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 1,226,213 1,469,186

Deferred revenue 513,622 413,140

Deferred rent and lease incentives 795,236 938,570

TOTAL LIABILITIES $2,785,071 $2,820,896

NET ASSETS

Unrestricted, including Board-designated 6,269,913 5,445,045

Temporarily restricted 32,058,323 39,191,143

Permanently restricted 2,000,000 2,000,000

TOTAL NET ASSETS $40,328,236 $46,636,188

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS $43,113,307 $49,457,084

STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES Year Ending 12/31/13 Year Ending 12/31/12

REVENUE TOTAL ALL FUNDS TOTAL ALL FUNDS

Grants and contributions, including in-kind 24,854,477 55,326,350

Earned Income 2,387,322 2,214,660

Other Revenue 183,085 115,143

TOTAL REVENUE $27,424,884 $57,656,153

EXPENSES

Program Services 27,518,406 25,951,433

Management and administrative 5,453,974 4,910,307

Fundraising 760,456 576,809

TOTAL EXPENSES $33,732,836 $31,438,549

CHANGE IN NET ASSETS

Unrestricted 824,868 (426,500)

Temporarily Restricted (7,132,820) 26,644,104

TOTAL CHANGE IN NET ASSETS $(6,307,952) $26,217,604

*Information derived from audited financial statements, which are available at ONE’s offices.
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